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HISTORICAL NOTE
The Arizona Nurses Association (AzNA) is the only statewide professional association of registered nurses, and is a constituent member of the American Nurses Association (ANA).

Since 1919, the Arizona Nurses Association has been helping nurses navigate an increasingly complex healthcare environment. AzNA is the largest and most widely recognized professional nursing organization in Arizona with members from all practice roles and settings. While many organizations talk about what they will do for their members, AzNA has been delivering results benefiting nurses for over 85 years.

SCOPE AND CONTENT
This collection covers approximately the years 1900 to the 1970s. It is primarily a scrapbook collection of the Association. It is a compilation of newspaper clippings covering both professional and personal announcements and information, conference and meetings agendas, photographs, brochures, and the professional journal. The material shows the changes in the profession over time, the key issues of the profession, the effects of wars, technology, and the proliferation of certain illness that focus the profession.

Boxes One, Two and Three are photocopied materials, photos, and some original materials. Box Thirteen contains the addition of the Arizona State School Nurses’ Scrapbook. Box Seventeen contains microfilm of the Arizona Nurse journals 1972 to 1980, two PSAs, and one TV service spot.

PROVENANCE
This collection was donated to the Arizona Historical Society.

RESTRICTIONS
None

LITERARY RIGHTS STATEMENT
Permission to publish material from the Arizona State Nurses’ Association Scrapbook Collection must be obtained from the Library and Archives Department at the Central Arizona Division of the Arizona Historical Society.

NOTES TO RESEARCHERS
Some material has been reproduced. Most of the material is in fragile condition and will continue to deteriorate over time, since it used newspaper clippings, glue and staples in its construction. Some photos have been removed and placed in individual, protective photo envelopes. There are limited identifying notations included with the photos. Most photographs are in good condition.
CONTAINER LIST

Box One
This box and its Folders seem to be copies of early yearbook collections.

Folder One:
- The Arizona State Nurses’ Association District 2 Yearbook booklet (no date)
- The Arizona State Nurses’ Association District 2 Yearbook booklet (1935-1936)
- The 18th Annual Convention of Arizona State Nurses’ Association booklet (1936)
- Song booklet
- News clippings from 1933 to 1940 both professional and personal
- Brochure of The Carmody School of Trained Practical Nursing, Phoenix with photo of Juanita McCrary 1938 on cover
- Dedication of College of Nursing Building ASU November 9, 1966 brochure
- Postcard of Clara D. Noyes, Florence Nightingale and Jane A. Delano sent by Mary E.G. Bliss.

Folder Two:
- Scrapbook of Arizona State Nurses’ Association 1919 to 1938
- News clippings both professional and personal
- Address by Anna C. Payton 1932
- Report of Arizona State Nurses’ Association April 1932
- Arizona State Nurses’ Association Constitution 1933
- Arizona State Nurses’ Association District #7 minutes
- 1928 Brochure Tenth Annual Convention Arizona State Nurses’ Association
- Prescott Scrapbook by Margaret Minson includes Arizona State Nurses’ Association 13th Annual Meeting 1931 brochure
- Arizona State Nurses’ Association 14th Annual Meeting 1932 brochure
- Arizona State Nurses’ Association 17th Annual Convention 1935 brochure
- Arizona State Nurses’ Association 16th Annual Meeting 1934 brochure
- 19th Annual Convention of Arizona State Nurses’ Association brochure 1937.

Folder Three: seems to be a duplicate of Folder 2

Folder Four:
- District Yearbook (no date)
- Yearbook 1935 to 1936
- National Biennial Nursing Convention 1936 Booklet
- 18th Annual Convention of the Arizona State Nurses’ Association 1936
- Song booklet.

Folder Five:
- Copies of January, April, July and October 1941 Arizona State Nurses’ Bulletin
- Arizona State Nurses’ Association 22nd Annual Convention 1940
- Arizona State Nurses’ Association Scrapbook 1941 compiled by Margaret Minson Smith includes news clipping both professional and social
- House Bill 32.

Folder Six: (Original Material)
- Materials dealing with the nursing recruitment, retention and placement issues in civilian and military areas during World War II
- This Folder covers 1942 to 1945
- This Folder includes: correspondence, policies and procedures, publicity release, questionnaires, needs surveys, recommendations, replacement and retention of nurses after World War II, discussion of accelerating nursing training, setting up State Nursing Councils to identify nurses for military service, the use of Red Cross Aides and male nurses.

Box Two
Folders 7, 8 and 9 are photocopies of Box One, Folder Six

Folder 10: (Original Material)
- Beginning note: “This material was found in front of the black notebook in a folder titled ‘Nursing Council War Service’ 2/11/98 CG”
- “How to Finance a State Council”
- “Chairmen Local Nursing Councils for War Service Affiliates of National Nursing Council for War Services, Inc.” (list of names and locations)
- “Information Please” January 15, 1941 pertaining to the National Council for National Defense corrected copy
- “Manual for State Nursing Councils for War Service”
- “Recruitment of Student Nurses – Material for State and Local Committees National Nursing Council for War Service” (a collection of pamphlets, articles, and promotional materials).

Folder 11: (copies and original material)
- A newsletter “The Doctors Hospital” Spring 1971;
- Barco of California Job Description of a bedside Nurse in an American Hospital, 1887
- News Clippings 1955 including Giving First Polio Shot, photo tuberculosis Conference 1952, photo August 9, 1956 tuberculosis Maricopa County Hospital; articles and photos about Civil Defense 1952; photo of new medical equipment; photo ANA Convention in Chicago 1954 ASNA Delegates
- Variety of unrelated new clippings and photos.

Folder 12: a variety of unrelated news clippings and photos (photocopies)
Folder 13: a variety of unrelated news clippings and photos (photocopies)

Folder 14: (Original) Booklet “1952 Biennial Nursing Convention” and unidentified photo.

Folder 15: (copies and original material)
- Newspaper “75th Anniversary of St. Joseph’s Hospital” 1970
- Variety of unrelated news clippings and photos

Folder 16: (copies and original material)
- Unrelated news clippings and photos
- “In Memoriam 1962” scroll

Folder 17: (copies and original material) Memorabilia for 50th Anniversary of Arizona State Nurses’ Association.

Folder 17: Booklets:
- “Schools of Nursing in Arizona 1970 to 1971”
- “Bulletin School of Nursing Good Samaritan Hospital”
- “White Caps in the Desert – A History of Nursing in Arizona”

**Box Three**
Folder 18: (copies and original material)
* Unrelated news clippings and photos 1947 to 1952
  - A Tribute to Clara Louise Maass Envelope and stamp; brochure
  - “Dedication of the Memorial to Jane A. Delano and the 296 Nurses Who Died in the War, 1914-1918” April 26, 1934 Red Cross Garden, Washington, D.C.’
  - Brochure “Arizona State Nurses’ Association 27th Annual Convention”.

Folder 19: Ledger containing the names and locations of Arizona State Nurses’ Association officers, members, and members attending conferences 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931,

Folder 20 - .39:
- Scrapbook #5 Photo (original) T.B. Conference Whipple Hospital Prescott 1952
- Scrapbook #5 Photo (original), ANA Convention in Chicago 1954 ASNA Delegates
- Photo (original) two women at microphone
- Scrapbook #9 1967 (original) photos “Group Dynamics Workshop” and 11 negatives from same workshop
- Scrapbook #10 2 (original) photos ASNA Convention 1962 a Hawaiian Skit.

Folder 40 - .52: all original photos 1954 ASNA Conference Tucson; and two photocopied pictures of participants.
Folder 152.01 to 152.10:
- Original photos Rosamond Gabriel, Sam Steiger and Pat Lichty
- Arizona Nurses Seated at table
- Mr. Jefferson I. Brown, Director of Public Health Nursing
- Gavel from Nurses’ Association
- Calumet Hospital 1916
- Nurse Registration through Arizona State Board for Examination and Registration of Nurses
- Black and white photo four women and a nun
- Colored photo of a white building.

Folder 152.11 to 152.17 and 152.32 to 152.37:
- Photos Old Phelps Dodge Hospital Morenci, Arizona (Lab Boy, Dr. Smith, Cook, Lola Beavers, Anna Jeffers, Maude Messing, Hospital Maid, Dr. Gungle, Dr. Rice)
- Book Jacket “White Caps in the Desert”
- Elaine Laeger and Helen Satron; Marie McNeally; Winnie Beason; Dylan Salisbury and Frieda Akerhart at San Marcos Resort; Arizona Nurses wearing Southwestern dresses and walking
- Group of nurses; tea honoring Florence L. Hicks, 1945
- Three people looking at a letter
- Nurses meeting.

Folder 152.38 to 152.50: original photos
- 3 people shaking hands
- Group of nurses on steps
- Arizona Delegates to Nursing Association Convention 1952
- Colonel Ruby F. Bryant 1951 U.S. Army photo
- Group of three nurses
- Nurses in uniform
- 4 adults with nursing recruitment poster
- Presentation to Cecilia B. Williams at 55th Annual Convention
- Band at ASNA Convention
- Banquet at ASNA; Banquet at ASNA
- Banquet at ASNA; Banquet at ASNA.

Folder 152.51 to 152.62: original photos
- ASNA Convention
- ASNA Board Meeting
- Registration at ASNA Convention
- Registration at ASNA Convention
- Meeting at ASNA Convention
- Nurses at ASNA Convention
- Indian Sante Fe Band with Nurse
- Group signing Nurses’ Liability Insurance Program
- Three women with nursing poster
- Group at ASNA Convention.

**Box Four**
Original Scrapbook ASNA and metal cover year unknown.

**Box Five**
Original Scrapbook 1941 Compiled by Margaret Minson Smith This material is photocopied in Box One, Folder 5.

**Box Six**
Original Scrapbook 1952 Mostly of the Convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey. Some of this material may have been photocopied.

**Box Seven**
Original Scrapbook 1952 Mostly of Convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey

**Box Eight and Box Nine**
The original scrapbook was divided into two boxes. The scrapbook is in delicate condition because of decomposition of paper materials and the use of glue and tape. Many of the newspaper articles have become detached from the page and are in protective envelopes placed within the scrapbook.

**Box Eight**
The materials are largely about nursing and World War II. Within this category several topics are present:
- Nurses in war zones, such as Bataan and Corregidor
- Nurses stationed on war ships
- Training nurses for war service
- Nursing shortage
- Red Cross program to train Nurses’ Aides
- Sister Kenny infantile paralysis treatment
- 23rd Annual Convention of ASNA 1941 program
- U.S. and local news articles
- Proposed Revision of the ANA By-Laws.

**Box Nine**
- ASNA Annual Convention 1944 Program
- Tuberculosis articles
- ASNA Annual Convention 1945 Program
- Visiting Nurse Service article and photo
- Nursing Schools and graduation articles
- ASNA 27th Convention Program 1946
• The Arizona Nurse journals Volume 1 1947 Number 1 through 8 and Volume 2 1948 Number 1,
• Building and growth of Arizona hospitals
• The Arizona Nurse journals Volumes 5 through 8
• The Arizona Nurse journals Volume 2 #6,7,8 1950
• ASNA 30th Convention news articles and photos
• St. Monica’s Hospital Yavapi first U.S. School graduate interracial group.

Box Ten
This scrapbook is compiled in reverse chronological order for the years 1961 and 1962.
• Workshops and training for nurses, examples: change in nursing duties, decision making for patient care, putting research findings into practices, and working with new technology
• Problems with recruiting nurses, examples: pay, integrating males into nursing
• Faculty shortage
• Good Sam’s nursing program 1954 opening
• Arizona State’s School Nursing recruits for 1957
• First Bachelor of Science students
• Announcements for the opening of new Valley and State hospitals
• New equipment and procedures, examples: pump oxygenerator, first open heart surgery in Arizona 1960
• Discussion of Bill HR 4700
• Increase in Social Security deduction to increase health care for elder care.

Box Eleven
• Individual stories about personal recognition, contribution to nursing and association promotions
• Workshops for nurses; for example, helping arthritic patients and dealing with chronic respiratory ailments
• articles about the need for more nurses
• Photos of the 1965 Past Presidents’ dinner
• A discussion of organizing a union for nurses primarily due to wages and hours on duty. A pay raise was put through
• The resignation of the Nurse Director at Maricopa County Hospital and the discontent of several nurses with the Director
• Issues about pay, hours worked, attitude toward nurses and the management of nurses
• 1966 ASU dedicates new nursing college building
• Article: “The shift in nurses training from hospitals to colleges and universities”
• The addition of one psychology course to the curriculum.

Box Twelve
This collection covers the years 1962 to 1964.
• Several articles on nursing education: cancer nursing, review of present curriculum, medical terminology, nutrition, infant care, premature birth, and how specializations will change nursing
• Articles about meetings throughout the State
• January 15, 1962 a draft concerning the evaluation of curriculum to qualify individuals to write the examination to become a LPN
• Nurses’s Aides licenses and curriculum
• Need for more nurses
• Individual awards and scholarships
• Development and growth of hospitals in the State
• Articles about retirements, deaths, school graduations, transfers, promotions
• Articles about Public Health Nursing, School Nursing, and Visiting Nurses
• Opening of the Intensive Care Units in Tucson and Phoenix

Box Thirteen
• This yearbook is for the newly created School Nurse Section of the ASNA. The School Nurse Section was organized at the 34th Annual Convention, October 30, 1953
• Pictures of past Chairs 1953 to 1965
• A copy of the 1962 ASNA Program Agenda Reports
• SNS Conference 1953 Program
• Request for assistance in obtaining certification for nurses employed by Boards of Education
• October 1955 School Nurse Section News of The Arizona News of the ASNA
• 1957 School Nurse Section News
• Brochure “Certification of your school nurse”
• 1956 ASNA School Nurses Section of the Spring Conference Program
• 1963 Article, “The History of the School Nurses Section of the ASNA”
• 1956 School Nurse Workshop Program
• Nov. 2, 1956 School Nurse Section ASNA Program
• 1963 School Nurse Workshop “The role of the nurse in the school nurses program”
• Memo January 29, 1964 “Not make application for a school nurses certificate at this time” from ASNA
• 1965 May workshop “Mental Health Attitudes and Actions – Focus on teacher, nurse, parent relationships”
• 1965 Program Annual Spring Conference
• 1965 Arizona Nurse journal Replacing minus with a plus” article
• The Arizona School Belle Vol. III, #1 October 1965; Vol. IV, #2 June 1966
• Article, “The mother school” Sept. 18, 1966, for the Arizona Days and Ways magazine
Box Fourteen

- This Scrapbook has a small amount of material. Some of the materials in this Scrapbook are as follows:
  - American Nurses’ Association 1943 Convention Program
  - ASNA 44th Convention Keynote Program 1963 picture
  - Creation of District 18 Announcement
  - Announcements of retiring and new presidents and general news

Box Fifteen

This Scrapbook is primarily a collection of news clippings. The material is in reverse chronological order. Some of the highlights in this collection are:

- a small booklet “A Rationale for School Nurse Certification” 1966
- The Arizona Nurse Fall 1957; April 1956; December, 1952; January, 1953
- News clipping: Nursing training programs in Arizona, Arizona State College offers first four year nursing program, refresher course for nurses returning to the profession, TB training, civil defense training, Arizona State College opens student health services, polio immunization, polio and use of iron lung, St. Joseph’s Hospital moves into new facility 1953, new hospital in Casa Grande, 40 hour work week proposed, Congresswoman Frances P. Bolton surveys 10,000 nurses, first State accredited hospital in Bisbee 1880s.
- ASNA District #2 Yearbook 1937 to 1938
- Program of Annual ANA meetings.

Box Sixteen

This scrapbook covers from April, 1957 to October, 1962. The material is in reverse chronological order. Some of the highlights in this collection are:

- many personal announcements such as retirement, scholarships, matriculation and graduation, job advancement, marriage, enlistment in the military, attendance at conventions and workshops, etc.
- many announcements for meetings, conventions, state exams for licensure, refresher courses for nurses returning to the profession after several years
- the need for nurses in the military and the private sectors
- Visiting nurse service pilot home care to shorten hospital stay after surgery instituted
- Administering oral polio vaccine
- Opinions for and against on the federal medical care plan for the aged; King-Anderson Bill and alternative medical plans.
- Opening of new hospitals, medical wings, and clinics
- Veterans’ Hospital received $200,000 for research unit
- St. Mary’s Hospital established cardiovascular center 1960
- Maryvale Hospital got cobalt unit for cancer research
- Baby incubator donated to Cochise County Hospital
- First Arizona State College Nursing program at Flagstaff Hospital
- 1962 First intensive care unit in Tucson opened
- 1961 University of Arizona graduates first nurses from its program

**Box Seventeen**
Microfilm copies of *Arizona Nurse*
    Volume 25, 1-5, 1972
    Volume 27, 1-5, 1974
    Volume 28, 1-5, 1975
    Volume 29, 1-5, 1976
    Volume 30, 1-5, 1977
    Volume 32, 1-6, 1979
    Volume 33, 1-6, 1980

Arizona Nurses Association Radio PSAs
    “Every Patient Deserves a Nurse” :30
    “Every Patient Deserves a Nurse” :60

    “Are You an Inactive Nurse?” – one minute, 16 mm TV public service spots